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Abstract─ The high-frequency method for solving
the scattering from electrically large conductive
targets in half space is presented in this paper. The
high-frequency method is deduced by introducing
the half-space Green’s function into the
conventional method of physical optics, method of
equivalent currents. Combined with the graphicalelectromagnetic computing method and ray tracing
technique that account for shadowing and multiple
scattering in half space, one may calculate the
radar cross-section of a conductive target object in
a half space. The numerical results show that this
method is efficient and accurate.
Index Terms─ Half-space physical optics
(HFPO), half-space Equivalent Edge Currents
(HFEEC), graphical-electromagnetic computing,
radar cross section (RCS).

half space could be computed by using the Finite
element method (FEM) [8], Finite-difference timedomain methods (FDTD) [9], but they cause some
difficulties in the solution procedure such as the
discrete space need for a huge number of grids in
the solution procedure [10]. Some researchers try
to combine the half-space Green’s function with
the Method of moment (MOM), or fast multipole
method (FMM) to consider the electrically large
targets in half space [11], but this also requires
more mass storage memory in general personal
computer, which results in lower processing speed
and more computing time.
In addition, Johnson and others clarify an
accuracy of a “four-path” model which includes
single scattering effects only [12]. The results
show that the four-path model provides reasonable
predictions. The above methods have provided us
with a better idea to solve the targets in half space.

I. INTRODUCTION
With the development of electromagnetics,
researchers have directed significant attention
toward targets in half space, especially the
electrically large PEC targets above the earth or
the sea, such as geophysical, remote sensing, wave
propagation. A variety of RCS prediction
softwares have been widely used for interactive
modeling, design, and analysis of aircraft with
RCS specifications in free space [1], which are
based on the high-frequency techniques [2-7] and
provide an efficient tool to obtain real-time results.
However, how fast and accurate it is to calculate
the radar cross section of half-space targets is still
a challenging problem, in particular, the objectives
of great size.
Numerous authors have derived a variety of
methods which are used for computing the radar
cross section (RCS) of complex radar targets in
half space. The scattering fields of the targets in

Fig. 1. a plane wave illuminating an arbitrarily
shaped 3-D object located above a lossy half
space.
In this paper, an improved high-frequency
method is presented for analysis of scattering from
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electrically large targets in a half space. Based on
the analysis of the scattered field due to the facet's
surface in half space [13-14], we have further
introduced the high-frequency method into the
wedges of conductive targets with electrically
large size in half space. Furthermore, the facets
illuminated by the ground reflected wave were
also added to the contributions from the firstly
illuminated facets. Therefore, inclusion of returns
from these in the overall return is an important
process, and one should be aware of their
magnitude.

II. THEORY
As shown in Fig. 1, consider an arbitrarily
shaped object illuminated by a plane wave in a
half space, and surface S is assumed to represent a
closed surface of a target.
This paper deals with RCS analysis where it is
implicitly assumed that the radar frequency is high
enough such that the corresponding wavelength is
small compared to the physical dimensions of the
scattering body. Therefore we use the term
complex body to imply also a body with large
electric dimensions. Thus the scattering
calculations are in the high-frequency region. Due
to the poor rate of convergence of the moment
method when applied to electrically large bodies
(in addition to its requirement for a large
computer), it is logical to use the high-frequency
method.
The classical high-frequency techniques for
RCS prediction are based on a target model in
terms of facets and wedges [1]. Besides we
included the correction in our calculations by
accounting for the currents that are induced on a
target that was illuminated by the ground reflected
wave. Thus, the term for the overall scattered field
from a complex body may be written as:
Total scattered field E s = scattered fields from
facets E sface + scattered fields from wedges E swedge
+ scattered fields from ground reflected wave E sref
When calculating these fields, one may precede
by using magnetic or electric field integral
equation formulations. The following calculations
are presented in terms of electric field
formulations.

A. Graphical Processing in Half-Space
The GRECO method was introduced by Rius in
1993 [3]. It can be integrated with CAD geometric
modeling packages and high-frequency theory for
RCS predictions. Using the hardware graphics
accelerator, hidden surfaces of the image have
been previously removed.
To the fixed screen, the calculation complexity
is not varied with the complexity and dimension of
targets. The targets are rebuilt by displaying lists
technology of OpenGL and hidden surfaces of the
image have been previously removed by the
hardware graphics accelerator. Then we make use
of the resolution to disperse the curve face into
pixels that satisfy the requirement of the
electromagnetic calculation, meanwhile, the scene
is rendered using the Phong local illumination
model [3].

Fig. 2. Rendered image of tank in half space at the
workstation screen. Six red, blue, and green light
sources are located on positive and negative axis.
The blending of the three colors at each pixel of
the two images is equal to the positive and
negative components of the unit normal.
For three light sources of purely green, red and
blue colors, respectively, located over each one of
the three coordinate axes, the three color
components for this pixel are equal to the
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(n x , n y , n z ) components of the unit normal to

surface.
As shown in Fig. 3, in order to show that this
method is efficient and accurate, we have returned
to the calculated unit normal on the surface and
have a good agreement with actual results.
Meanwhile, the depths of each pixel are obtained
in the same way. The depth of each pixel is equal
to the distance between the observer and each
surface element.

Fig. 3. Calculated unit normal distribution of the
sphere in half space. The incident wave direction
is inc  0, inc  0 .
Edges are detected on the target image as
discontinuities of the unit normal to the surface
when the z coordinates remain continuous. It must
be noted that eclipsed surfaces may also produce
discontinuities in the normal to the surface, but in
that case the z coordinate would be discontinuous.
Obtaining the unit normal and edge parameters
of each illuminated pixel of the target, the radar
cross section of conductive targets can be exactly
calculated with the half-space high frequency
method.
B. Facet Scattering in Half-Space
The scattered electric field E sf from an
arbitrary facet is based on the following form for
the electric field integral equation.
 sf r    jωr   Ve , , r  S ,
(1)
where A and Ve represent electric vector and
scalar potentials.

According to the high-frequency theory, we
can get the accurate surface current by applying
physical optics approximations over illuminated
surface in half space. Through the proper
boundary conditions, the surface current can be
represented as:
J( r' )  2nˆ  H i ,
(2)
where n̂ is the inward surface unit normal and
H i is the polarization unit vectors for incident
magnetic field.
In order to solve the scattering fields of the
electrically large PEC targets in half space, the
half-space Green’s function was introduced into
the high-frequency method. The half-space
Green’s function can be impressed by the vector
and scalar potentials, and the vector potential is
not uniquely specified. In this paper, we express it
as follows [15]:
G A  xˆ xˆ  yˆ yˆ G Axx  zˆ xˆ G Azx  zˆ yˆ G Azy  zˆ zˆ G Azz (3)
with
G Axx  G Ayy , G xqe  G yqe .
(4)
Here, G Axx , G Azx , G Azy and G Azz denote the spatial
domain half-space Green’s function for the electric
vector potentials; G xqe , G yqe and G zqe denote the
spatial domain half-space Green’s function for the
electric scalar potentials.
In order to obtain the half-space Green’s
function, we compute the vector and the scalar
potentials by the discrete complex image method.
Through the Sommerfeld identity, a closed-form
spatial Green’s function of a few terms is found
from the quasi-dynamic images, the complex
images, and the surface waves [15-16].

Fig. 4. The paths Cap1 and Cap 2 used in twolevel approximation.
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To obtain the spatial-domain Green’s functions
in closed forms, it would be useful to give the
definition of the spatial-domain Green’s function

 

 

~
1
G k  H 02  k  k  dk  ,
(5)
4 SIP
~
where, G and G are the Green’s function in the



G

spatial and spectral domains, respectively. H 02  is
the Hankel function of the second kind and SIP is
the Sommerfeld integration path.
To alleviate the necessity of investigating the
spectral-domain Green’s functions in advance and
the difficulties caused by the trade-off between the
sampling range and the sampling period, the
approximation is performed in two levels. The first
part of approximation is performed along the path
Cap1 while the second part is done along the
path Cap 2 as shown in Fig.4. The main
formulations may refer to [17-18].
It is permissible to express the vector and the
scalar potentials as follows:



Ar   μ 0 G A r, r'  Jr'dS'

(6)
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[G qe
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 G qe
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 G qe
z

r, r' J z ]dS'
z'

,

(7)

where r and r  represent the position vectors for
the observation point and the increment area dS ,
respectively, and u 0 and  0 denote the free-space
permeability and permittivity, respectively.
The half-space Green’s function has been
introduced into the physical optics method to
consider the scattering of electrically large
conductive targets in half space. Combined with
the
graphical-electromagnetic
computing
(GRECO) method, the shadow regions have been
previously removed by the hardware graphics
accelerator, and the geometry information is
obtained by reading the color and depths of each
pixel.
To apply the far-field approximation, that is, the
observation point is located far enough from the
scattering object, we could substitute (2), (3) into
the scattered field E sf due to the facet's surface,
which leads to the equation:
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(8)
Equation (8) is then calculated for every
illuminated facet and the complex RCS due to
scattering from every illuminated facet is
calculated as [19]:
  lim 2  R
R 

E sf  ê r
exp( jkR ) ,
Eo

(9)

where exp( jkR ) is a phase term that has been
introduced into the equation in order to account for
the facet location with respect to the global
coordinate system. Here, R is the position vector
for the facet’s reference vertex with respect to the
global coordinate system.
C. Wedge Scattering in Half-Space
According to the high-frequency method, the far
field scattered from a wedge can be assumed as
radiated by an equivalent line current located on
the edge. This equivalent current depends on both
the directions of incidence and observation relative
to orientation of the edge, so that its value is not
constant along the edge. F and Vm represent
magnetic vector and scalar potentials.
The MEC (Method of Equivalent Currents) is
an integrative technique dealing with radiation
integrals. The source of the diffracted field is now
ascribed to fictitious equivalent currents, both
electric and magnetic currents flowing along the
edge. This approach has been investigated by
many authors. Here, the main formulations are
presented. For detailed derivations, the interested
reader may refer to [20-21]. The electric and
magnetic equivalent currents can be represented
as:
Ie 

j2(t̂  E inc )D e
,
kZ 0sinβ i sinβ s

(10)

Im 

j2(t̂  H inc )D m
,
kY0 sinβ i sinβ s

(11)

where Y=1/Z is the admittance of the medium, and
D e , D m is the soft, hard scalar diffraction
coefficient [3].
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Ve r  

t x
1
[G qe

x r, r'I e

jωω0 L
x'
G qe
y r, r'I e

t y
y'

(19)

 G qe
z r, r'I e

t z
]dL' ,
z'

F1 r   G F1 r, r '  I m t̂dL' ,



(20)

L

and substitute (17), (18), (19) into the wedge
scattered field E sw .
Fig. 5. The reflected field of the ground and wedge
in half space.
The HFEEC (high-frequency equivalent electric
current) depend on the angles  ,  ,  r , defined in
Fig. 5. These angles were computed from the
knowledge of the unit normal to both faces of the
edge as follows:
  cos 1 ( n1.n 2 ) ,
(12)
sin r  t 2x  t 2y ,
cos  

n1x t y  n1y t x
t 2x  t 2y

(13)
,

(14)

where t is the unit vector along the edge direction.
n n
t̂  1 2
n1  n 2

.

(15)

But it is not appropriate to calculate the
scattering field from the ground by threedimensional Green's function. In order to solve the
scattering fields in half space, the half-space
Green’s function is introduced to calculate the
contributions of scattering between the target and
the ground plane.
As shown in Fig. 5, on the basis of the electric
vector potentials, we consider the impact of the
spatial domain half-space Green’s function for the
magnetic vector potentials.
G F  xˆ xˆ  yˆ yˆ G Fxx  zˆ xˆ G Fzx  zˆ yˆ G Fzy  zˆ zˆ G Fzz (16)
with
G Fxx  G Fyy ,
(17)
zy
zz
where G Fxx , G zx
F , G F and G F denote the spatial
domain half-space Green’s function for the
magnetic vector potentials;
It is permissible to express the vector and the
scalar potentials as follows:

A1 r   G A1 r, r '  I e t̂dL'


L

(18)

 sw r    jωr   Ve 

1
  F, r  L .
0

(21)

Here, A and Ve represent electric vector and
scalar potentials, F represents the magnetic
vector potential, which leads to the equation:
 zx

GF

y
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 xx
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y
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GF  GF
y
z
 zy
 GF
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x F
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GF 
y
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x
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(22)

The scattered electric field for the M
illuminated wedge is defined as Equation (23) and
the complex RCS due to scattering from every
illuminated wedges is calculated as Equation (9).

Esw(r)   jμ0  GA r, r'  IetˆdL' 
L

(23)
k  sˆ



[Gxqe Ietˆ  Gyqe Ietˆ  Gzqe Iet̂]dL' 

  0 L
x
y
z
j0    GF r, r'  ImtˆdL'.
L

Therefore, the overall RCS for the complex
body, assuming only first-order terms, is
N

  4 lim R 2
R 



2

M

(E sw  ê r ) n 

n 1

Eo



m 1
2

(E sf  ê r ) m

. (24)

D. Multiple Scattering in Half-Space
Calculating the contributions of multiple
scattering in half space is a formidable task.
However, describing the complex geometry in
terms of facets significantly reduces the problem.
The multiple scattering contributions between the
land and the targets are primarily expressed in
terms of facet-facet interactions.
Multiple interactions between the target and the
half-space interface are important when the target
is near the interface. In the past, this issue is often
ignored.
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The field previously considered only incident is
not enough, so the reflected field and the impact of
multiple interactions must be taken into account.
Consider a plane wave:
 
ˆ
E i ( r )  qˆ E 0 e  jk 0 i r ,
(25)
qˆ  vˆ i , hˆ i ,

His calculations were extended to account for the
general case, in which the shape of the facet of the
pair is quadrilateral or triangular. Computed
contributions are then added to the overall fields in
Equation (24).

where E 0 is the amplitude of incident field, î is
the incident direction, and vˆ i , hˆ i are the
polarization vectors for incident electric and
magnetic fields.
With
(26)
î  sin ( x̂ cos  i  ŷ sin  i )  ẑ cos  i ,
zˆ  ˆi
hˆ i 
 yˆ cos  i  xˆ sin  i
zˆ  ˆi

,

(27)

v̂i  ĥi  î  cosi (x̂ cosi  ŷsini )  ẑ sini .

(28)
The field can be calculated for orientation that is
needed to study electromagnetic wave interaction
with interface. The algorithm for this case is
composed of two major steps.
1) Ray-tracing technique.
In order to apply the planar reflection
coefficients reflection coefficients for the
transverse electric (TE)  and the transverse
magnetic (TM) case  , the incident field needs to
be decomposed into its TE and TM components.
Using subscript c to denote local coordinates (see
Fig. 6), the incident field can be written as:


(29)
E1i  ( E i  ˆ ic )ˆ ic  (E i  ˆ ic )ˆ ic .
The reflected field is then given by


(30)
E1s  (E i  ˆ ic )ˆ ic   (E i  ˆ ic )ˆ ic .
The reflected field is easily found once ̂ic and ̂ic
are determined in terms of the global xyz
coordinate in region I.
Once the ray paths from region I to region II are
found, the field amplitude along the ray can be
determined by geometrical optics [22]. Then, a
ray-tracing technique is applied to the selected
facet to compute the phase delay due to multiple
bounce between the facets of the pair.
2) Physical Optical.
The multiple scattering contributions for
selected facet in regionⅡ are computed by using a
generalized form of Knott’s calculations for an
obtuse rectangular dihedral corner reflector [23].

Fig. 6. The multiple scattering between the ground
and target in half space.

III. RESULTS
When the object is calculated with the highfrequency method from the simple targets to the
complex ones in half space, the CPU time for the
RCS prediction is spent only on the
electromagnetic part of the computation while the
more
time-consuming
geometric
model
manipulations are left to the graphics hardware.
Regardless of whether the targets are simple or
complex ones, the scattering field of each
illuminated pixel is calculated in the same way.
Combined with the half-space Green’s function,
the high-frequency approximations to RCS
prediction is easily computed from the knowledge
of the unit normal at the illuminated targets in half
space.
If we consider the simulation of complex
electrically large size ( l  λ ) targets with HFSS
software, it is very easy to exceed the existing
computer memory space, so we first compare with
the results of the calculation and the simulation of
the simple electrically large size targets in half
space, and apply this algorithm to the complex
ones in half space.
To ensure correlation with computations,
special attention was given to the accuracy of
model construction. Illustrations of the verification
work are presented in the following sections.
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A. Half Space and Free Space
Figure 7 shows a perfectly conducting pyramid
( 5  5   ) is placed  / 4 above the soil. Here, 
represents the wavelength in the vacuum. The soil
has a relative dielectric permittivity  r  4.0 ,
relative magnetic permeability  r  1.0 . The
agreement is excellent.
There is good fit between the prediction of the
derivation equation and the simulation of HFSS
software, but there are slight discrepancies in some
places. The major reason is the phase term that has
been introduced into the equation to account for
the facet location with respect to the global
coordinate system.
Figure 8 shows a perfectly conducting ellipsoid is
placed  / 4 above the soil. Here, the soil has a
relative dielectric permittivity  r  4.0 , relative
magnetic permeability  r  1.0 .

We can conclude that it is necessary to consider
the effect of the half space environment. The
results show that the RCS calculated with halfspace Green’s function are greater than that
calculated with free-space Green’s function.
Compared with the actual results, it is efficient and
accurate to introduce the half-space Green’s
function into the conventional the high-frequency
method.
B. Wedge Scattering
Figure 8 shows a perfectly conducting wedge
placed  / 4 above the soil. Here, the soil has a
relative dielectric permittivity  r  4.0 , relative
magnetic permeability  r  1.0 .

Ei

4

8
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Ei
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5
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Fig. 7. 5  *5  *1  pyramid comparison of
prediction and simulation of software in half
space, frequency 10 GHZ, vertical polarization.
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Fig. 8. 8  *4  ellipsoid comparison of prediction
and simulation of software in half space,
frequency 10 GHZ, vertical polarization.
It indicates the predictions are in good agreement
with the simulation of software, which proves that
the half-space Green’s function applied the wedge
is accuracy for the targets with large electric
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dimensions in half space. In Fig. 9, We could see
that, for these backscatter RCS, inclusion of
returns from these wedges in the overall return is
an important process.
C. Multiple Scattering
Figure 9 shows a perfectly conducting ellipsoid
placed  / 4 above the soil. Here, the soil has a
relative dielectric permittivity  r  4.0 , relative
magnetic permeability  r  1.0 .
It is important to notice that in Fig. 10, the
multiple scattering in half space (HFMUL) is
correct for aspect angles between -300 to -100 and
100 to 300. In order to improve the high-frequency
result, the method of HFMUL is added to HFPO +
HFEEC, the numerical solution agrees very well
with the simulation results.
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D. Complex Targets
Various complex bodies have been used for
verifications. The following presents an
illustration for a generic missile model. Figure 11
shows the missile is placed 5m above the soil. The
soil has a relative dielectric permittivity  r  4.0 ,
relative magnetic permeability  r  1.0 .
Figure 12 shows that the contributions of
scattering between the target and the ground plane
have a great effect upon the predictions in half
space. The prime reason for that is the phase
discrepancy caused by the reflected waves with
different wave distance from the ground and the
scatters. In fact, the scattering fields in half space
may be easily found for a set of source, if the half
space dyadic Green’s function of the environment
are available [15].
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Fig. 9. Wedge comparison of prediction and
simulation of software in half space, frequency 10
GHZ, vertical polarization.
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Fig. 10. The ellipsoid is placed  / 4 m in half
space, frequency 10 GHZ, and vertical
polarization.
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IV. CONCLUSION

Fig. 11. Induced electric current on the surface of
the missile in half space, frequency 1 GHZ,
vertical polarization, at a incident angle of
 i  30,  i  0 .
50
prediction (free space)
prediction (half space)
simulation (free space)

40
30
20
RCS(dbsm)

In this paper, we have presented an accurate
and efficient approach for calculating the
electrically large PEC targets in half space. In
order to consider the electrically large PEC targets
in half space, the half-space high-frequency
method has been deduced by introducing the halfspace Green’s function into the conventional
physical optics method (PO), method of equivalent
currents (MEC). Combined with the graphicalelectromagnetic computing (GRECO) method, the
shadow regions are eliminated by displaying lists
technology of OpenGL to rebuild the target and
the geometry information is obtained by reading
the color and depths of each pixel. Finally, we
included the correction in our calculations by
accounting for the currents on facets that were
illuminated by the ground reflected wave. Then
one may calculate the radar cross-section of a
conductive target object in a half space. The
numerical results have shown that this method is
efficient and accurate.
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Fig. 12. The missile is placed 5m above the soil in
half space, frequency 1 GHZ, and vertical
polarization.
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